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•Energy markets in Latin America-gas and electricity
•Deregulation processes -advances and recessions
•Risks involved in energy markets
•Assessment and management of risks
• Central America Several countries, with low energy consumption, being integrated to achieve adequate scale.
• Mercosur Countries with higher energy consumption than rest of region. Abundant energy resources (hydro and natural gas)
• Andean Community
Countries with abundant energy resources that could be better used.
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Electrical consumption (TWh). The Latin America markets -one of the most dynamic regions of interaction between electricity and natural gas -important natural gas reserves and hydro potential capacity, coupled to high demand growth -need to diversify energy resources -economic reforms opened space for private investment in energy -development of an infrastructure of gas and electricity interconnections -macro economic and political difficulties in some countries giving origin to regional energy crisis The economic growth Chile -projection of demand growth over 6%
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Demand growth correlated to GDP Risk may be defined as the potential harm that may arise from some present process or decision or from some future event, the hazard to which we are exposed because of uncertainty. Harm can take different forms in the electricity industry, whether one is an investor in generation, a sale organization, or an end-user. 15% 1970-1980 1980-1990 1990-1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Electricity Consumption
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Brazil: GDP correlation, but affected by crisis Demand growth uncertainty
• Brazil: the expectations of load growth in early 2001 for the next years were ~4,5%
• because of the 2001 power crisis and rationing, projections revised downwards, with an increase in uncertainty.
• challenge is to assure supply adequacy under uncertainty 
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Fuel availability -the gas dependence
Restrictions of Argentinean natural gas exports to Chile 
